Abstract: Mg65 Cu25 Gdlo bulk metallic glass and its carbon nanotube reinforced composite were prepared. Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) was used to investigate the kinetics of glass transition and crystallization processes. The influence of CNTs addition to the glass matrix on the glass transition and crystallization kinetics was studied. It is shown that the kinetic effect on glass transition and crystallization are preserved for both the monothetic glass and its glass composite. Adding CNTs in to the glass matrix reduces the influence of the heating rate on the crystallization process. In addition, the CNTs increase the energetic barrier for the glass transition. This results in the decrease of GFA . The mechanism of the GFA decrease was also discussed. duced into other materials as a promising reinforcement. In recent years, many efforts have been dedicated to the study of CNTs reinforced polymer and metallic compositesi6-"'. Wang et al. "'] studied the influences of CNTs on the ultrasonic properties of Zr52.5 C U~~.~N~~~.~A~~~T~~ BMG . However, the kinetic behavior of glass transition and crystallization of CNTs reinforced BMG composite was not concerned in their study. This paper is focused on the study of the glass transition and crystallization behavior of Mgs5 Cuu Gd,, bulk metallic glass and its CNTs reinforced composite.
Bulk metallic glasses ( BMGs) have unique properties such as high strength, toughness and good corrosion resistance"]. Among the BMGs developed so far, Mg-TM-RE ( TM , transition metal ; RE, rare earth metal) alloy system has gotten more and more attention for its excellent glass forming ability and high specific strengthi2-']. Recently, Kim'41 succeeded in manufacturing bulk Mgs5 CuZ Gdlo glassy alloy with enhanced glass forming ability. Mg based BMGs are of interest as matrix of composite materials because of their low melting points and large undercooled liquid regions. duced into other materials as a promising reinforcement. In recent years, many efforts have been dedicated to the study of CNTs reinforced polymer and metallic compositesi6-"'. Wang et al. "'] studied the influences of CNTs on the ultrasonic properties of Zr52.5 C U~~.~N~~~.~A~~~T~~ BMG . However, the kinetic behavior of glass transition and crystallization of CNTs reinforced BMG composite was not concerned in their study. This paper is focused on the study of the glass transition and crystallization behavior of Mgs5 Cuu Gd,, bulk metallic glass and its CNTs reinforced composite.
Carbon nanotube, as the "ultimate" carbon fiber, is well known for its unique mechanical properties such as high modulus and toughness, so it can be intro- TgOnse' , onset crystallization temperature T , , and crystalline peak temperature T , were determined by DSC traces with an accuracy of * 1 K .
Results and Discussion

Experimental results
Figs. 1 ( a ) , ( b ) show DSC curves obtained from BMG and CNTs composite at different heating rates. Fig. 1 ( a ) illustrates that T , , T , and T , of BMG move to higher temperature with increasing of heating rate. Not only crystallization but also glass transition shows a strong dependence on the heating rate during continuous heating, indicating that both the glass transition and crystallization processes have significant kinetic effects. This phenomenon is also reported for Zr-based BMGs by Wang et a.l"21 . Fig. 1 CuzGd phase and an unknown phase. SEM images of the BMG and its composite are shown in Fig. 3 . The precipitated phase can be well identified.
Kinetic effects of glass transition and crystallization
The above-obtained results show that T , , T , , T , and A T are closely dependent on heating rate and shift to higher temperatures with an increasing heating rate @ for BMG, as well as CNTs composite. Fig. 4 shows the variation of T , , T , as a function of In@. It has good linearity that can be expressed as:
where A and B are constants. The formula is referrecl to as Lasoka equation [13] . The values of B indicate the pertinency of T , on heating rate @ . On the basis of the results of Fig.4 , it could be known that the variation of heating rate has more influence on crystallization process than glass transition. In another aspect, Gd ter the addition of CNTs, implying that the addition of CNTs degrades glass-forming ability of BMG matrix. In the process of preparing BMG and its CNTs composite, cooling rate during quenching and sample size are kept as the same. The rate constant of crystalline reaction reflects GFA to some extent[L63. The relation between rate constant of crystalline reaction ane the temperature obeys Arrehenius law : properties of Mg-Cu-RE ( RE, rare earth metal) BMG. They found that GFA of BMG is very sensitive to Gd content, when the Gd atomic suffix is not equal to 10, GFA of BMG decreases obviously and crystallization temperature shifts to lower temperature, which is very similar with our experimental results. Therefore, the decrease of GFA might be attributable to the change of Gd content in the matrix by CNTs addition.
Conclusions
1. Both the glass transition and crystallization process of Mg-based BMG and CNTs composite have kinetic effect. CNTs addition cannot change this feature. The relation between T,, T, and heating rate can be well described by Lasoka equation. CNTs addition weakens the dependence of crystallization on heating rates.
2. The activation energy of glass transition of BMG as well as its CNTs composite was calculated by Kissinger equation. The activation energy increases after the addition of CNTs, indicating the decrease of glass-forming ability.
3. CNTs addition increases the rate constant of crystalline reaction, hence decreases GFA .
.
GFA decrease in CNTs composite is possibly attributable to the change of Gd content in the matrix induced by CNTs addition.
